AIRPORT CHARGES IN MARY INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
№
п/п

Services

Unit.
измерения

Сharges

Date
of issue

1

Landing charge

USD per ton of
MTOW

2

Technical landing charges and
commercial landing of cargo
aircraft

USD per ton of
MTOW

3

Parking charge

USD per ton of
MTOW fo 24 hours

4

Airport passenger fee
(international direction)

USD for departing
passenger

35

Airport passenger fee
(international direction)

USD for transfer
passenger

5

26.05.2019 г

Airport passenger fee (direction)

Manat for departing
passenger

10
(for residents of
Turkmenistan)

26.05.2019 г

35
(for non-residents of
Turkmenistan)

26.05.2019 г

5

Airport passenger fee (direction)

6

The fee for the security and
developed for airport

Manat for departing
passenger
USD for departing
passenger

11

30.05.2019 г

7,5

30.05.2019 г

25% of the current
take-off and landing
fee

30.05.2019 г

15

26.05.2019 г

NOTE:
1.

When servicing at the international airport of Mary aircraft of foreign airlines, making technical landing maximum take-off weight (MWM) which is higher than 155 tons, a discount of 35% of the total amount of services
provided for ground handling and take-off and landing, excluding the fee for refueling aviation fuel TS-1, air
navigation and flights in the area of the airfield.
2. When determining the size of the collection, any fractional part of the MWM (ton) is rounded up to an integer
in the larger direction.
3. An additional fee of 20% of the take-off and landing fee is charged for use of airports at night (from 20:00 to
06:00 local time).
4. When landing aircraft under weather conditions and on a spare airfield fee for take-off and landing in the
amount of 50%.
5. Parking fee for the following days over one day (24 hours) is charged from the moment of landing of the
aircraft.
6. The Parking fee is not charged from the moment of landing of the aircraft.
- for passenger aircraft up to 2 hours;
- for cargo and passenger aircraft up to 4 hours;
- for cargo aircraft up to 6 hours
7. Take-off, landing and Parking fees are not charged:
- from the aircraft of the state aviation of Turkmenistan;
- providing urgent medical care to the population of Turkmenistan
- with the Providence of search and rescue operations;
- in emergency situations related to an act of unlawful interference in the activities
of civil aviation;
- when landing aircraft in distress;
- when performing flights of aircraft of the Government aviation detachment of the
Turkmenistanairlines Agency.

